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Abstract
Automatic humor detection has interesting use cases in modern technologies, such
as chatbots and personal assistants. In this paper, we describe a novel approach
for detecting humor in short texts using BERT sentence embedding. Our proposed
model uses BERT to generate tokens and sentence embedding for texts. It sends
embedding outputs as input to a two-layered neural network that predicts the tar-
get value. For evaluation, we created a new dataset for humor detection consisting
of 200k formal short texts (100k positive, 100k negative). Experimental results
show an accuracy of 98.1 percent for the proposed method, 2.1 percent improve-
ment compared to the best CNN and RNN models and 1.1 percent better than
a fine-tuned BERT model. In addition, the combination of RNN-CNN was not
successful in this task compared to the CNN model.
1 Introduction
In Interstellar (2014 movie), a future world is depicted where humans can set the level of humor
in robots2. While we may have a long road toward the astral travels, we are very close in reaching
high-quality systems injected with adjustable humor.
Humor, as a potential cause of laughter, is an important part of human communication, which not
only makes people feel comfortable, it also creates a cozier environment [1]. Automatic humor de-
tection in texts has interesting use cases in chatbots and personal assistants (such as Cortana and
Siri). An appealing use case [1] is to identify whether an input text should be taken seriously or not.
This is critical in order to give appropriate answers by realizing real motive of user’s question, and
to enhance the overall experience of user with system. A more advanced outcome would be the in-
jection of humor into computer-generated responses, thus making the conversations more engaging
and interesting [2–4]. One way to achieve this goal is by scoring and adapting the level of humor in
possible answers to maintain a desired level, similar to the mentioned movie.
With advances in NLP, researchers applied and evaluated state-of-the-art methods for the task of
humor detection. This includes using statistical and N-gram analysis [5], Regression Trees [6],
Word2Vec combined with K-NN Human Centric Features [7], and Convolutional Neural Networks
[8] [9]. With the popularity of transfer learning, a good body of research focused on using pre-trained
models for different tasks of NLP. BERT language model [10] initially obtained eleven state-of-the-
art results and has been applied for several NLP tasks since then.
Existing humor detection datasets use a combination of formal non-humor texts and informal jokes,
usually with incompatible statistics (text length, words count, etc.). This makes it more likely to
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2Tarzs, in the case of the movie.
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detect humor with simple analytical models and without understanding the underlying latent lingual
features. Moreover, the existing datasets are relatively small for a task of text classification. These
problems encouraged us to build and publish a dataset exclusively for the task of humor detection,
where simple feature-based models will not be able to score very well.
This paper aims at utilizing BERT for humor detection. Our approach builds on using BERT sen-
tence embedding in a neural network, where, given a text, our method first obtains its token rep-
resentation from the BERT tokenizer, then, by feeding tokens into the BERT model, it will gain
BERT sentence embedding (768 hidden units). Finally, it will pass sentence embedding as input to
a two-layered neural network to predict the target value.
We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We introduce a new combined dataset for the task of humor detection, entitled “ColBERT”
dataset, which contains exactly 200k short texts (100k positive, 100k negative). We reduced
or completely removed the mentioned issues of the existing datasets from this new dataset.
• We propose a novel model for humor detection by using BERT sentence embedding. We
will introduce steps for preprocessing, tokenizing, sentence embedding, and NN architec-
ture.
• We evaluate our model on 20% of the dataset, and compare its performance with four state-
of-the-art models on our new dataset.
The structure of this article is as follows: Section 2 reviews past works on the task humor detection
with focus on transfer learning methods. Section 3 introduces data collection and preparation tech-
niques, and the statistics of the new dataset. Section 4 elaborates on the methodology, and section 5
presents our experimental results. Section 6 is the concluding remarks.
2 Literature Review
With advances in NLP, researchers applied and evaluated state-of-the-art methods for the task of
humor detection. This includes using statistical and N-gram analysis [5], Regression Trees [6],
Word2Vec combined with K-NN Human Centric Features [7], and Convolutional Neural Networks
[8] [9].
With the popularity of transfer learning, a good body of research focused on using pre-trainedmodels
for different tasks of NLP. Transfer learning in NLP, particularly models like ULMFiT [11], Allen
AI’s ELMO [12], and Google’s BERT [10], focuses on storing knowledge gained from training on
one problem and applying it to a different but related problem (usually after fine-tuning on a small
amount of data).
The first transfer learning method in Natural Language Processing (NLP) was Universal Language
Model Fine-tuning for Text Classification (ULMFiT) [11]. They trained a language model on a
preliminary dataset, such as Wikitext, and then fine-tune it for a new task on a small training set.
Their sample model, besides significantly outperforming many state-of-the-art tasks, was done by
training on only 100 labeled examples, that matched performances equivalent to old models trained
on much more data.
ELMo [12] includes task-specific architectures and uses the pre-trained representations as additional
features [12]. It is a deep contextualized word representation that models complex characteristics
of word use (e.g., syntax and semantics). They added these representations to existing models and
showed improvements to six popular NLP tasks.
BERT [10] utilizes a multi-layer bidirectional transformer encoder consisting of several encoders
stacked together, which can learn deep bi-directional representations. Similar to previous transfer
learning methods, it is pre-trained on unlabeled data to be later fine-tuned for a variety of tasks, such
as Question-answering. It initially came with two model sizes (BERTBASE and BERTLARGE) and
obtained eleven new state-of-the-art results. Since then, it was pre-trained and fine-tuned for several
tasks and languages, and several BERT-based architectures and model sizes have been introduced
(such as Multilingual BERT, RoBERTa [13], ALBERT [14] and VideoBERT [15]).
Ref [9] focused on the task of detecting whether a joke is humorous by using a Transformer archi-
tecture. They approached this problem by building a model that learns to identify humorous jokes
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Table 1: Statistics on the existing datasets for the binary task of humor classification
Parts
Dataset #Positive #Negative
16000 One-Liners [24] 16,000 16,002
Pun of the Day [7] 2,423 2,403
PTT Jokes [8] 1,425 2,551
English-Hindi [20] 1,755 1,698
ColBERT 100,000 100,000
based on ratings taken from the popular Reddit r/Jokes thread (13884 negative and 2025 positives).
They showed that their method outperforms all previous work done on their selected tasks, with an
F-measure of 93.1 percent for the Puns dataset and 98.6 percent on the Short Jokes dataset.
There are emerging tasks related to humor detection. Ref [16] focused on predicting humor by using
audio information, hence reached 0.750 AUC by using only audio data. A good number of research
is focused on the detecting humor in non-English texts, such as on Spanish [17–19], Chinese [16],
and English-Hindi [20].
3 Data
Existing humor detection datasets use a combination of formal texts and informal jokes with incom-
patible statistics (text length, words count, etc.), making it more likely to detect humor with simple
analytical models and without understanding the underlying latent connections. Moreover, they are
relatively small for the tasks of text classification. These problems encouraged us to create a new
dataset exclusively for the task of humor detection, where simple feature-based models will not be
able to predict accurately without any insight into the linguistic features.
We begin with a survey of the existing humor detection datasets (binary task), highlighting their size
and data source (see Table 1 for an overview). There are other datasets focused on similar tasks,
for example, on the tasks of punchline detection and success (whether or not a punchline triggers
laughter) [21, 22], or on using speak audio and video to detect humor [22, 23].
In this section, we will introduce data sources, data filtering methods, and some general statistics on
the new dataset.
3.1 Data Collection
We carefully analyzed existing datasets (exclusively on news stories, news headlines, Wikipedia
pages, tweets, proverbs and jokes) with regard to table size, character length, word count, and for-
mality of language. Since none of them was originally compatible with each other in the mentioned
criteria, we selected two datasets with formal texts (one with humor texts and one without) and
performed a few preprocessing actions and row cuts to make them syntactically similar.
News dataset includes 200,853 news headlines (plus links, categories and stories) from 2012-2018
obtained from Huffington Post. Headlines are scattered in all news categories, including politics,
wellness, entertainment and parenting.
Jokes dataset contains 231,657 jokes/humor short texts, crawled from Reddit communities3. The
dataset is compiled as a single csv file with no additional information about each text (such as
the source, date, etc) and is available at Kaggle. Ref [8] combined this dataset with the WMT162
English news crawl, but did not publicly publish the dataset. Ref [9] also combined this dataset with
extracted sentences from the WMT162 news crawl and made it publicly available.
3Mostly from /r/jokes and /r/cleanjokes subreddits.
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Table 2: General statistics of the ColBERT dataset (100k positive, 100k negative)
#chars #words #unique
words
#punctuation #duplicate
words
#sentences sentiment
polarity
sentiment
subjectivity
mean 71.561 12.811 12.371 2.378 0.440 1.180 0.051 0.317
std 12.305 2.307 2.134 1.941 0.794 0.448 0.288 0.327
min 36 10 3 0 0 1 -1.000 0.000
25% 63 11 11 1 0 1 0.000 0.000
50% 71 12 12 2 0 1 0.000 0.268
75% 80 14 14 3 1 1 0.150 0.542
max 99 22 22 37 13 2 1.000 1.000
3.2 Preprocessing and Filtering
First, we realized that there are duplicate texts in both datasets. Dropping duplicate rows removed
1369 rows from the jokes dataset and 1558 rows from the news dataset.
Then, to make their statistics more similar, we analyzed the number of characters and words, sep-
arately for each one of them, and by realizing differences in their distributions, we performed a
few cuts. In short, we only kept texts with character length between 30 and 100, and word length
between 10 and 18. Resulting data parts have very similar distribution with regard to these statistics.
In addition, we noticed that headlines in the news dataset use Title Case4 formatting, while this is
not the case with the jokes dataset. Thus, we decided to apply Sentence Case5 formatting to all news
headlines by keeping the first character of the sentences in capital and lower-casing the rest. This
simple modification also helps to prevent simple classifiers from reaching close to perfect accuracy.
Finally, we randomly selected 100k rows from both datasets and merged them together to create an
evenly distributed dataset.
3.3 ColBERT Dataset Analysis
ColBERT dataset6 consists of 200k labeled short texts, equally distributed between humor and non-
humor. It is much larger than the previous datasets (Table 1) and it contains texts with similar textual
features. Correlation between character count and the target is insignificant (+0.09), and there is no
notable connection between the target value and sentiment features (correlation coefficient of -0.09
and +0.02 for polarity and subjectivity, respectively). Table 2 describes the dataset with respect to a
few general statistics.
4 Model
Our approach builds on using BERT sentence embedding in a neural network. More specifically,
our method first obtains text token representation from the BERT tokenizer, using maximum se-
quence length of 100 (the maximum sequence length of BERT is 512). Then, by feeding tokens
as input into the BERT model, it will generate BERT sentence embedding (768 hidden units).
The model will pass sentence embedding as input to a two-layered neural network (dropout=0.2,
activation=sigmoid) to predict the single target value. Finally, we applied percentage split on
the target predictions to produce binary results. Training will be performed on the neural network
and not on the BERT model.
BERT comes with two pre-trained general types (the BERTBASE and the BERTLARGE) which use
separate data sources and sizes for training (the BooksCorpus [25] with 800M words for the former
and English Wikipedia with 2,500Mwords for the latter [10]). In our proposed method, we used the
smaller sized (BERTBASE) with the following characteristics: 12-layer, 768-hidden, 12-heads, 110M
parameters, trained on lower-cased English text (uncased).
4All words are capitalized, except non-initial articles like “a, the, and”, etc.
5Capitalization as in a standard English sentence, e.g., “Witchcraft is real.”.
6Dataset is available at: https://kaggle.com/moradnejad/200k-short-texts-for-humor-detection
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4.1 Preprocessing
To achieve clean data for training and with the overall goal of accurate model, before sending data
to the tokenizer, we performed a few textual actions on both training and test set:
• Cleaning Contractions: We replaced all contractions with the longer version of the expres-
sions. For example, “can’t" is replaced by "can not".
• Separating PunctuationMarks: We separated punctuationmarks from other words to create
cleaner sentences. For example, “This is’ (fun).” is converted to “This is ‘ ( fun ) .”
• Cleaning Special Characters: We replaced special characters with a meaningful alias. For
example, “alpha” instead of “α”.
5 Experiments
In this section, we will compare ColBERT model with a few baseline models. The data is split into
80% (160k) training and 20% (40k) testing rows, where each class has been separated roughly in a
50-50 split.
5.1 Baselines
In order to have fair baselines, we implemented three models that performed very well (Table 3). We
performed all of them for 5 epochs, with sparse_categorical_crossentropy log loss function,
mlp_depth=2 and mlp_drop_out=0.2. We trained them on the complete 160K training set, which
was not the case for the main model. Baseline models are:
1. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is a Deep Learning algorithm that uses convolution
in place of general matrix multiplication in at least one of its layers [26].
2. Attention-Based Recurrent Neural Network: A Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a class
of artificial neural networks, where connections between nodes form a directed graph along
a temporal sequence. In Attention-Based RNN, a bidirectional RNN (BiRNN) reads the
source sequence in both forward and backward directions [Bing liu: Attention-Based Re-
current].
3. BiRNN-CNN: We used a combination of bidirectional RNN with CNN to access the ad-
vantages of both models. We integrate them in an end-to-end way, starting with BiRNN
model.
4. BERT-base-uncased: We fine-tuned BERT-base-uncasedwith different learning rates and
finally adjusted it to a lower learning rate necessary to make BERT overcome the forgetting
problem [27]. We tried several learning-rate values, hence selected 1.5e-4 for the final
model.
5.2 Results
We trained all models (proposed and baselines) for 5 epochs. However, while we used only 60k
rows (37.5 percent of the available 160k rows) for training of the proposed method, all baselines
were trained on the complete training dataset.
Our experiment with the new dataset found the proposed model’s accuracy and F1 score to be 0.981.
This is a 2.1 percent jump from the best available CNNs and 2.3 percent from Attention RNN
(Table 3). Fine-tuned BERTBASE model performed better than the first three baselines, reaching
close to 97 percent accuracy, 1.1 percent behind the proposed model. In addition, the combination
of RNN-CNN was not successful in this task and did not improve results compared to the CNN
model.
For timing and performance, it took 23.1 minutes in average for each epoch on a computer with
16GB RAM and Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU 2.00GHz.
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Table 3: Comparison of Methods on the ColBERT Dataset
Method Configuration Accuracy Precision Recall F1
CNN cnn_drop_out=0.2 0.960 0.955 0.966 0.960
Attention RNN rnn_depth=1,
rnn_drop_out=0.3,
rnn_state_drop_out=0.3
0.958 0.977 0.939 0.957
BiRNN - CNN rnn_depth=1,
cnn_drop_out=0.2,
rnn_drop_out=0.3,
rnn_state_drop_out=0.3
0.960 0.954 0.965 0.960
BERT-base-uncased learning-rate=1.5e-4 0.969 0.965 0.975 0.970
ColBERT BERT-based-uncased,
learning-rate=1.5e-4,
NN-L1-dropout=0.2,
L1-activation=sigmoid
0.981 0.984 0.977 0.981
6 Conclusion
In this study, we have demonstrated the ability to classify formal short texts based on the existence of
humor in text. Our approach consists of injecting BERT sentence embedding into a neural network
model. Moreover, we built a novel and large dataset consisting of 200k formal short texts. We
trained our model and four baseline classifiers on the dataset and obtained an accuracy of 0.981 by
using the proposed method on the test set. Results showed that fine-tuning pre-trained BERT model
can achieve higher accuracy than CNN and RNN models. In addition to the task of humor detection,
the proposed method can be used in future studies examining a wider range of contexts and text
classifications.
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